Elucidation of drivers of high-level production of lactates throughout a cancer development.
Lactates play key roles in facilitating or protecting the development of a cancer in most cancer types. While its beneficial effects to cancer development have been extensively studied, very little is known about what derives the high-level production of lactates in a cancer throughout its entire development. Here we present a novel computational analysis of transcriptomic data of nine primary cancer types, plus a few precancerous and metastatic cancer, to address this issue. Our approach is to identify stress types, which are known to play key roles in cancer development and show strong co-expressions with lactate dehydrogenase-A (LDHA), at different stages of cancer development. A number of interesting observations are made through our analyses, including (i) all nine primary cancer types show similar association patterns between stresses and LDHA, namely the strengths of the associations increase from early- to intermediate-stage cancer tissues but then make a substantial down turn at the most advanced stage; (ii) while the detailed stress types associated with LDHA may vary across different cancer types, stresses induced by apoptosis and adaptive immune responses are present universally, suggesting that these two stresses are possibly two key drivers to keep the high-level production of lactates; and (iii) there is a clear distinction between stress types associated with LDHA in precancerous tissues vs. cancer and metastasis tissues. We anticipate that the analyses can provide highly useful information for designing personalized treatments for different cancers at different stages, as stopping lactate production could have devastating effects on a cancer development.